XRY LOGICAL

A FAST, EFFICIENT AND SECURE METHOD
TO EXTRACT MOBILE PHONE DATA
XRY Logical is our entry level software product for a Windows based
PC, complete with the necessary hardware for forensic investigations of
mobile devices. XRY is the standard in mobile device forensics and the
first choice among law enforcement agencies worldwide.
XRY Logical software enables investigators to perform ‘Logical’ data
acquisition. This forensic process is used to communicate with, and read
the contents of, the device; which typically generates live information.

RECOVER LIVE MOBILE DATA
SECURE XRY FILE FORMAT
3 SIMULTANEOUS EXTRACTIONS

FAST, EFFICIENT & SECURE
XRY Logical provides a intuitive and user friendly interface to analyze a wide
range of mobile phones through a secure examination process to recover
data in a forensically secure manner. The information gathered from the
examined device is instantly available for review in a secure and traceable
manner, ensuring its legal standing and credibility in a court of law.
The software’s user interface is simple to navigate, with a wizard
designed to help guide you through the entire process from start to finish
so you can immediately start to recover data with confidence.

OUR ENTRY LEVEL SOLUTION
With XRY, a tamper-proof report is created within minutes which can
easily be customized to a user’s needs, including references and a user’s
own organization branding as required. The Case File functionality allows
for several different examinations to be held together in a folder. For
example the logical extraction of the device along with reads from the
SIM Card and SD memory storage. Our software is tested on every device
we support and fully documented. With XRY’s unique ‘Device Manual’
help file, investigators know exactly what information to expect from a
device and just as importantly what you should not expect to recover.
With the freedom to run on most Windows based computers; our results
are always available immediately for review to ensure fast and efficient
reporting.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
»» SIM Card Reading
»» Mobile Device Logical Examinations
»» Triage Profiles
»» Fast Recovery of Live Mobile Data

FEATURES
»» Windows Based Software Solution
»» Unique Help File for Every Device
»» Easy Data Extraction and Reporting
»» Secure File Format
»» Hash Algorithms
TOOLS
»» CD/DVD/Blue-ray Burning Wizard
»» Clone SIM Cards
»» Clean Registry
»» Convert Old XRY Files
»» License Updates
»» Download Updates

SPECIFICATIONS
PC requirements: Intel 1.6 GHz dual-core, 2GB RAM, 2 USB-ports
Operating system requirements: Windows 7, 8 or 10 (64Bit only)
Display requirements: 1366 x 768 resolution minimum
Additional Requirements: Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5
Packaged weight: 4.5 kg (9.9. lbs) approx
Case dimensions: 45 cm x 25 cm x 17 cm (18” x 10” x 7”) approx
Warranty: Standard 24 months
Easy to Use Wizard

XRY LICENSE INCLUDES
Free cables | Free software updates | Free technical support
Extended warranty available on all equipment manufactured by MSAB provided the XRY license
is maintained.

Contact sales@msab.com to request a quote!
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